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1.1 Prerequisites and targets 

Prerequisites: 

The plant technology schema is available, there is a knowledge on functions of the 
peripherials and their mutual bindings. The dimensions of the valves are calculated, 
actuators selected, and sensors and other I/O peripherials specified. The designer knows 
which other technologies shall be integrated into the system, if this integration follows 
through analogue and digital signals, or data communication buses, and what their logical 
functions with the HVAC control system will be.  It is known where the cabinets will be 
located, and where the cable trays will be mounted. 

Targets: 

The system topology will be created, in which all types and amounts of I/O modules will 
be specified, together with their assignment to the I/O buses and process stations. It will 
be specified how the process stations are connected over the technological network with 
each other and with the management stations. 

Based on this schema, the shop drawings will be created. They describe the wiring of the 
electrical panels of the control system inclusive links to the power parts. 

 

1.2 I/O modules 

The input and output modules, or I/O modules, are the interface between the process 
station and the peripherials. They are supplied in a range of types, according to their input 
and output signals: 

Input modules: 

M400 8 digital (on/off) inputs for 24 V AC/DC, common ground for each input pair 

M401 8 digital (on/off) inputs for 24 V AC/DC, single common ground for all inputs  

M410 8 digital (on/off) inputs for 230 V AC/DC, common ground for each input pair 

M411 8 digital (on/off) inputs for 230 V AC/DC, single common ground for all inputs 

M420 16 digital inputs for 24 V AC/DC, common ground for each 8 inputs 

M500 8 analogue inputs 150 mV – 10 V 

M550 8 analogue inputs for passive sensors Pt100, Pt1000, Ni1000, 0...1600 Ohm 

M560 8 analogue inputs Pt100, Pt1000, Ni1000, 0...1600 Ohm, 150 mV – 10 V 

M700 2 pulse counting inputs for dry contact or open collectors, up to 50 Hz, also for 
load shedding 

M710 4 pulse counting inputs for dry contact or open collectors, up to 50 Hz, also for 
load shedding 

 

Output modules: 

M200 4 low voltage relay outputs 

M210 8 low voltage relay outputs 

M215 8 low voltage relay outputs, manual override 

M300 8 open collector binary outputs 

M320 16 open collector binary outputs 

M325 16 open collector binary outputs, manual override 
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M600 1 separated analogue output 0..10V or 4..20 mA 

M610 8 analogue outputs 0..10V 

Combined modules: 

MCIO2 8 analogue inputs 0..10 V or temperature sensors Pt100, Pt1000, Ni1000, 4x 
also 0...20 mA 

6 analogue outputs 0..10 V 

8 binary inputs 24 V AC/DC 

8 reléových výstupů 250 V / 5 A. 

MMIO 4 analogue inputs Pt100, Pt1000, Ni1000, 2x also 0..10 V  

2 analogue outputs 0..10 V 

4 binary inputs 24 V AC/DC 

7 binary outputs (3x relay 230 V AC, 4x SSR 24...230 V AC) 

MXIO 16 analogue inputs 0..10 V or temperature sensors Pt100, Pt1000, Ni1000, 8x 
also 0...20 mA 

8 analogue outputs 0..10 V 

32 binary inputs 24 V AC/DC 

32 reléových výstupů 250 V / 5 A. 

Also delivered as MXPLC (which is a combination of IPLC301 and MXIO in one 
device). 

1.2.1 Basic properties 

All modules are powered by 10...35 V DC, 14...24 V AC. Typical power supply is 24 
V AC. The power terminals are marked 1 and 2, or G and G0. Polarity with DC voltage 
does not matter (part of the power supply circuits is a Graetz rectifier). Module 
consumption is about 1 VA depending on module type and status of the relays. 

The bus communication is connected to terminals K1+ and K1-. The RS485 is a 2-wire 
bus, polarity must be kept. Communication speed is selectable in the range of 1200 to 
115200 bps, the higher value may be lower at older module types. Default is 9600, which 
is also the recommended speed for normal usage. 

To connect all the signals and power, removable screw terminals are used. This makes 
installation and service easy. The modules are snapped on a DIN rail. Most of the 
modules have uniform width of 71 mm, see data sheets for detailed dimension 
description. 

At the front side of the module is a label with module name and indication LEDs. All 
modules have two LEDs indicating power and bus communication (transmitting), another 
LEDs are on modules with binary inputs and outputs to indicate states of the datapoints.  

Close to the communication terminals there are switches for bus termination and 
initialisation. The usage is described in the section Commissioning of the I/O modules.  

power terminals 

initialisation (INIT) 

bus termination (BUS END) 

communication bus 

LED communication 

LED power 
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1.2.2 Powering of modules 

Most of the types. e.g. M4xx, M200, M560 a M710 have the signal part separated from 
the power part by a DC/DC converter and optotransistors. This means that the signal 
ground is completely separated from the power part and it is possible to connect the 
signal ground to power supply ground, and use three-wire connection. 

As some modules are able to process low voltage (relays, 230 V AC inputs), the 
communication part is separated as well to increase safety. 

(The thick grey line represents internal galvanical separation of the module parts.) 

 

 

Some analogue input (M500) and output (M6xx) modules have also the power and signal 
parts separated. Communication is not separated from the power part. However, it is 
possible to use three-wire connection here as well. 

 

 

The MCIO2, MMIO and MXIO compact modules have all internal parts (power – 
analogue inputs – analogue outputs – binary inputs – binary outputs – communication) 
separated from each other. Note that if active sensors are connected with 0...10 V 
output, the AIGND ground must be connected to the G0 (24 V AC ground) so that the 
sensor output signal has a reference potential. The same applies for analogue outputs: 
when the valves and damper actuators use three-wire connection (G, Y, G0) the AOGND 
terminal must be connected to G0. 

In general, it is recommended to use a separate transformer for supplying of the 
peripherials at larger installations.  
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1.2.3 Other devices on the I/O bus 

Room units 

UI... Comunicative room units (UI011, UI012...) 

The room unit has a knob for setting of temperature setpoint or setpoint 
correction, and a display. Its typical usage is for control of a HVAC unit or 
heating circuit. The room unit contains an internal temperature (and humidity, for 
selected types) room sensor. In the bottom there are two terminal bars, at some 
types there is only one. The terminals connect power and communication and for 
some types, also hardware inputs and outputs. The control unit is snapped on 
the base with terminals which is fixed to a flush-mount box or directly to the wall. 
See data sheets for details.  

The room unit can be mounted directly to the wall if cable installation allows.  

 

The units communicate over a 2-wire RS485 bus with Modbus protocol, same as 
all the other modules on the bus, and they can be connected on the same bus 
together with I/O modules. However, note that the response time may be slower 
with more units on the bus, it is advisable to use a separate bus for room units 
for that reason. 

UX... Communicative room units with blinds control (UX011, UX041) 

The room units are derived from the UI... range, with extra blind control 
functionality. The room unit has five pushbuttons instead of the knob, and two 
triac outputs which control the motors using power relay modules ME200 (2 pcs. 
of 230 V / 5 A Ac relays controlled by 24 V AC from the unit, in a small housing 
for flush-mount box installation). 

Communicative controllers 

UC... Communicative room controllers with Modbus / RS485 (types UC100, UC200, 
UC300, UC120, UC220) 

The controllers communicate over RS485 using Modbus, same as the other I/O 
modules, and they can be connected to the same bus. However, this is 
advisable only under following conditions: 

 their number is small (up to about 10), so that they do not slow down 
communication with the other I/O modules 

 the risk of bus short circuit is acceptable (most of the bus wiring goes 
outside of the panel and if there is a short circuit, communication with all the 
I/O modules is broken) 

 a connection on the process level is required, e.g. for change-over signals, 
heating / cooling demand signals etc. 

1 provozní módy 

2 stupně ventilátoru  

3 otáčení - požadovaná teplota 

4 tlačítko – změna stupně ventilátoru /    
provozního módu 
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In general, it is advisable to use a procedss station with more COM ports, and 
connect all room units and controllers to a separate bus. Even so, the last 
condition is met. 

Note that the UC120 and UC220 (with 0..10 V output) use 24 V DC power only. 

US... A communicative controller, derived from the UC… controllers, with blind control 
functionality. 

 

Connection of more UC100 controllers on the bus. 

 

 

FC...  Communicative fancoil controllers FC010, FC020 

The fan coil controllers feature two communication interfaces: K2 for 
communication with the room unit UC010 (marked by the room unit symbol), 
and K1 for connection to a PLC or management station (marked by a bus 
symbol with controllers).  

The interface does not need any configuration, the room unit always has Modbus 
address 1. As the K2 bus length is several meters only, the cable type is not 
important. 

The K1 interface shall be connected according to the same rules which apply for 
the UC.... controllers. 
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1.2.4 Communication speed and response, amount of data points on a bus 

A frequently asked question is: How many I/O modules can be connected to a 
bus? Physically,  up to 250 addresses with several thousands of I/Os would be 
possible. However, regarding the system response time the reasonable values 
for usual HVAC applications are: 

 Up to 300 physical datapoints (inputs and outputs) for a MiniPLC 
(IPLC201, IPLC301)  

 Up to 400 physical datapoints (inputs and outputs) for a MiniPLC 
(IPLC500, IPLC510)  

 Up to 500 physical datapoints (inputs and outputs) for a IPLC.1 (industrial 
PC with a touch screen). 

An example of a I/O module set for a MiniPLC is 

3x MCIO (3x 29 I/O) 
1x M420 (16 DI) 
2x M210 (2x 8 DO). 

The rule of thumb is that a MiniPLC301(201) can host four compact modules MCIO2 
plus some extra binary I/O modules for the required I/O mix. 

The response for one I/O module, using default communication speed of 9600 bps, is 
about 20 ms, so to refresh all I/Os the PLC needs about (3 + 1 + 2) * 20 ms = 120 ms 
plus 300 ms to process the function blocks application, thus the input – PLC – output 
response is lower than 500 ms.  

The bus response can be accelerated by 

 setting higher communication speed, which, in general, is using non-default values 
together with higher risk of EMC problems. It is recommended to use higher 
communication speeds only if necessary, and at modules within the panel. The 
sensitivity to correct bus termination increases at the same time (the first and the last 
modules must have the BUS END switch set to ON). 

 separating the bus to 2 segments and their connecting to two ports of the process 
station (e.g. IPCT.1).  

With standard HVAC systems using maximum amounts of datapoints per bus (see 
above) the system response is fast enough. 

For monitoring systems (data collecting only) or integrated room controls (with no control 
loops over the bus), the datapoint amounts may be up to twice as high. However, to bring 
more than about 100 Modbus addresses on the bus is not advisable, because of difficullt 
diagnostics in case of short circuit or EMC problems.  

1.2.5 Addressing 

The modules must be addressed individually so that the bus communication is possible.  

Each module has an address ranged 1 to 255. It acts as a slave, i.e. it is waiting until 
being addressed by the process station, and then responds back. The master (process 
station) does not have an address. 

The default module address (factory settings) of every module and room unit is 1. The 
I/O modules must be readdressed at the commissioning phase or prior to it. It is 
convenient if the designer assigns the module addresses in the drawings for easier 
reference. If he or she does not do this, the addressing plan must be set up by the 
software engineer. The engineer must know the address assignment not later than the 
software project is being designed, and the input and output variables are defined.  
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The modules may be addressed with gaps, it is not necessary that the addresses 
physically follow each other on the bus.  

It is highly recommended to define the addresses as soon as in the system topology 
drawings and in the shop drawings, so that the modules may be referred to and there are 
no ambiguities. If the modules connected to one bus are located in more panels, it is 
recommended to allocate a separate addressing space for each panel so that there is a 
reserve for future expansions.  

Example: 

RM1 addresses 1...50 
RM2 addresses 51...100 
RM3 addresses 101...150 

etc. 

At the commissioning time it is useful to attach a label with module address to the cable 
tray above the module, or a removable sticker to the module front.  

1.3 I/O bus 

The bus for communication with the I/O modules is a 2-wire RS485, using Modbus RTU 
protocol. It is necessary to keep some basic rules for design, installation, and 
commissioning, to avoid communication dropouts or complete data loss.  

The total bus length should not exceed 1200 m. It is recommended to use line topology, 
or to bring the bus from one module to another without stubs. To terminate the bus 
properly, the first and the last device on the bus shall have set the BUS END switches 
ON. See also data sheets of the modules.  

Recommended cable types are e.g. 

 JY(st)Y 2x0.8 

 LAM Datapar 1x2x0.8 

When designing the cable layouts, it should be kept in mind that the EMC influences 
increase strongly with increase of the parallel cable run length and decreasing of the 
distance between cables. If there is a common cable tray for power lines and 
communication, it is advisable to separate both cable types using a shielding wall or kep 
them at least 20 cm apart. In fact, the communication is robust enough to work properly 
mostly even at parallel cable runs. Problems may arise at sites with unshielded 
photovoltaic inverters, variable speed drives etc. 

It is not recommended to combine different cable types, there are signal reflections 
at the connecting points and it is very difficult if not impossible to balance the bus 
properly. This is relevant especially at higher bus lengths (hundreds of meters).   

Parallel cable runs within panels are irrelevant because of their low length. 

If the bus is lead between the cabinets in a highly EMC critical environment, such as 
outdoor installations, PV plants, wiring between buildings, etc., it is recommended to use 
some of the commercially available overvoltage protections, or a galvanically separated 
RS485 repeater. 

The bus is permanently short-circuit resistant. 

 

1.3.1 Wiring rules 

Note the correct polarity. Wrong bus polarity, or interchanging of the wires, leads to 
communication malfunction and may block communication with more modules or even 
with all modules on the bus (depending on the distances between the modules and their 
amount). The modules will not be damaged. 

Note 

Cable types 

Overvoltage protection 
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There is no maximum distance between the modules. The only limitation is the total bus 
length of 1200 m. 

1.3.2 Tools for addressing of the modules 

The I/O modules are addressed using  

 configuration software domat.exe, and  

 a RS232/RS485 converter (e.g. M012) or USB/RS485 converter (e.g. M080).  

If the converter is not available, the modules may be addressed and configured using the 
MiniPLC process station IPLC201 or IPLC301 switched into Converter mode Ethernet / 
RS485 – see IPLC201 data sheet, and Special functions in the development software 
(SoftPLC IDE).  

 

1.4 Process stations 

The process station are of two basic lines: 

MiniPLC – a platform with embedded real time operating system, containing SoftPLC 
runtime, compiled application, and other services like web server, Modbus serial server 
etc. The device are powered by 12...30 V DC, or 12...24 V AC. They contain 1 or 3 serial 
ports, Ethernet, and user interface – a configurable LCD display and 6 pushbuttons. 

IPLC301

Ethernet
10/100 Mbit/s

RxD4 TxD4

COM2 COM1 2
~

1
=

TE

LED1
PWR

COM3 RS485
BUS
END3

COM4 RS485
BUS
END4RxD3 TxD3

 
IPLC301 – connector layout 

PC-based process stations – typically IPCT.1, an embedded PC with 8“ touch screen 
and Windows XP Embedded, which host the application software runtime. Their 
processing power is substantially higher than that of the MiniPLC. The touch screen 
works as a HMI which may control also other (Mini)PLCs in the network.  

IPCT.1 uses power of 12...24 V DC / 2 A or 230 V AC with a switched power supply 
which is part of delivery. Exceptions see below. 

 

 

The SoftPLC Runtime may run on any PC with OS Windows XP / XP Embedded / 7 / 8; 
this is used when the SoftPLC is utilized as a protocol converter: the SoftPLC Runtime is 
installed at the management station, collecting data from 3rd party systems e.g. over 
BACnet and acts as an OPC server for SCADA integration.. 

Note: 
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1.4.1 MiniPLC 

MiniPLC is delivered in two basic families which offer different computing power: the 
basic range with a BECK IPC chip (IPLC201, IPLC301), and a more powerful platform 
using PowerPC, SHARK (IPLC500, IPLC510). 

MiniPLC communicates with the I/O modules over serial interfaces: 

IPLC201(500)   1x RS485 (COM4) 

IPLC301(510) 2x RS232 (COM1,2), 2x RS485 (COM3, 4) 

The RS485 interface can be connected directly to the I/O bus. The interface is 
galvanically separated and terminated by a connector with removable screw terminals 
marked  K+ and K-. There are 2 LEDs for each RS485: 

TX (red) – transmitting data  
RX (green) – receiving data  

When communicating properly, both LEDs are flashing fast in turns with no larger breaks. 

The Ethernet interface is used for links to the management level (SCADA, web, OPC 
server etc.) and for configuration and program upload. The communication follows over  
Platform configurator, which is part of the SoftPLC IDE, the engineering software. For 
communication there is only an Ethernet cross cable necessary, or the MiniPLC must be 
connected in a local LAN. No other converters / communication cards / cables are 
necessary. The computer (notebook), which hosts the IDE, must have an Ethernet card. 

The MiniPLC is installed  

 in a panel on a DIN rail, so that the LCD display and buttons are accessible only 
after the panel door is open, or  

 in an aperture sized 107 x 47 mm in the panel door using a metal frame (type ID 
FRAME) and a piece of DIN rail (150 mm length), then the display and buttons are 
accessible from outside of the panel.  

 

1.4.2 PC-based process stations 

The most used one is the IPCT.1, a process station with a 8“ LCD touch screen. It 
contains following interfaces: 

1x Ethernet 
2x RS232 (COM1, COM2) 
2x  USB 
1x audio (line out) 

For applications where HMI is not required the IPCB.1 can be used, which has 3 serial 
ports. IPCB.1 is suitable e.g. as a data concentrator for more M-Bus lines. 

IPCT.1 is installed into panel door or any other suitable box. Make sure that there is 
sufficient air circulation for cooling, especially around the back part and sides of the unit.  
In most cases, apertures in the panel with no forced air circulation are enough. When 
installing into watertight plastic boxes, air circulation holes in the upper and lower part of 
the box are necessary. 

The front panel aperture shall be of 222 x 167 mm, panel thickness 10 mm maximum. 
Part of delivery are six metal clamps which fix the process station from the inner side of 
the panel door. 

The process stations are powered either from 

 attached switching power supply 230 V AC / 12 V DC, or from 

Installation 

Installation 

Power 
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 a stabilised power supply of 11 ... 28 V DC in the panel providing at least 35 VA 
extra power. 

Remember to install a 230 V / 6 A power socket in the panel for the power adapter. 

IPCT.1 – rear view 

As the IPCT.1 is equipped by RS232 ports, to connect to a bus with the I/O modules, a 
RS232 / RS485 converter is necessary, e.g. domat M012. The converter provides a 
galvanic separation between the  RS485 (I/O bus) and COM ports of IPCT.1. 

The converter has two screw terminals to connect the RS485 bus: K1+, K1-. Close to the 
connector are two BUS END switches used to terminate the bus. 

The converter is powered through terminals 1 and 2 by 10..35 V DC, or 12...24 V AC. If 
the converter is located in a separate box together with the process station (at the 
managers’ office, in a reception etc.), and the I/O modules are in a remote epanel close 
to the controlled technology, the converter may be powered from the same power source 
as the IPCT.1. If the converter is in the panel together with I/O modules, it is powered 
from the same transformer or power supply as the I/O modules. 

The converter is connected to the process station using a zero modem cable, terminated 
by 2x CANNON9 F connectors. The cable is supplied on request free of charge together 
with the M012. 

 

Converter M012 

The baudrate is set by DIP switches, accessible after the upper cover is removed. The 
default communication speed is 9600 bps, 8 bit, which is also the default for the Domat 
I/O modules. 

Other devices, like GSM modems for sending and receiving of SMS messages, are 
connected using cables which are part of delivery of these devices. If connecting 3rd party 
devices, make sure that the communication bus is protected from other voltage.    

If a GSM modem or router is part of the installation, remember to install a 230 V power 
socket for the power adapter supply, and enough space in the panel, especially in the 
installation boxes with IPCT.1 where there is usually not much space left.  

Communication 
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1.4.3 Operating system 

There is a CF card in the process station, containing an image of Windows XP 
Embedded and about 300 MB data storage space for SoftPLC projects.  

During normal operation the Touchscreen application occupies the entire display area, 
and the OS icons are not visible. The operating system is not accesssible using just the 
touch screen. It is possible to shut down the Touch screen application operate the system 
using a service code. The service code is set up in the commissioning phase by the 
software engineer who installs the device.  

The runtime (process control logic) and HMI are run automatically after the operating 
system boots up. 

1.5 Connecting the process station to network 

The process stations feature one or two Ethernet interfaces which connect the stations to 
a technological network.  

1.5.1 Technological network 

The technological network is physically a standard Ethernet network. It is used for 
communication of the process stations between each other, with the management 
station, and for data exchange with 3rd party systems. General rules for Ethernet design 
apply. It is to be noted that the network may be exposed to stronger EMC load (e.g. 
because of variable speed drives, or PV inverters) and therefore optical links are 
preferred at longer distances.  

1.5.2 Cabling 

The network has a star structure, where at the ends of the branches there are process 
stations and other network devices, and in the center there are active elements – 
switches. The process stations are connected to a switch by standard UTP (unshielded 
twisted pair) or FTP (foil-shielded twisted pair) cables, category 5E or 6. 

In the panel, the cable is terminated either by a standard Ethernet socket with a RJ45 
connector for base plate installation, or in a patch panel which contains more sockets in a 
single frame. The process stations are connected to the sockets using patch cables, 
ready-made RJ45 straight cables of different lengths, usually supplied and installed by 
the panel supplier. 

If there are more process stations in a single panel, it has to be considered if more 
Ethernet sockets have to be installed with separate cables from the main switch, or if a 
single cable and a separate switch directly in the panel connecting all process stations is 
the better solution.  

The maximum length of a single Ethernet cable is 100m, which may be a limiting factor. 
Then it is possible to insert an active element (switch), or use a optic fibre link. The optic 
fibre may be more expensive than a UTP cable, but it is less susceptible to EMC 
immissions and provides higher possible cable length (up to 20 km or more). To convert 
the signal from a metallic link to optic fibre and vice versa, media converters are used, 
which are available also in industry grade versions (installation on a DIN rail, power by 
low SELV voltage). 

Check the compatibility of all passive and active network devices, or consult an IT expert 
when designing the network. 

At some projects, it is possible to take use of the local IT infrastructure or its parts. It is 
also possible (and advisable) to outsource the entire network to an IT company which 
supplies hardware and installation of all network components, and hands over a 
completely functional network system inclusive all tests and protocols with measured 

Note 
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parameters of all installed sockets. The interface between the control system designer 
and the IT infrastructure designer is basically a floor plan with a list of panels and 
deployment of the network sockets. 

To keep the network secure, it is recommended to install it as a separate system which is 
connected to the building network or/and to the Internet using a router with firewall, 
configured according to the recommendations of the local IT administrator. 

1.5.3  Addressing 

There may be different components of the control system connected to the network: 

- process stations 

- management stations 

- wireless access points 

- routers to connect to other networks 

- terminal servers for remote connection of I/O buses 

- etc. 

The devices must be addressed properly to be able to communicate to each other.  

IP version 4 addressing is used, which provides addresses as 4 numbers ranged 0...255, 
separated by dots. For private networks, which is the case of technological networks, the 
following ranges are reserved: 

10.0.0.0 – 10.255.255.255 

172.16.0.0 – 172. 16. 255.255 

192.168.0.0 - 192.168.255.255 

The exception may be embedding of the process stations into a customer network with 
its own numbering rules, e.g. as part of an international infrastructure. Consult the IT 
administrator for details.  

If the control system designer is responsible for the network numbering plan, addresses 
of 192.168.1.10 and higher are usually uused, with network mask of 255.255.255.0. It is 
also possible to state in the project that the network numbering is up to the software 
engineer who commissions the site and who should consult the numbering plan with the 
customer or end user. 

1.5.4 Data exchange between the process stations 

The process stations may exchange data (outside temperature, heating / cooling 
demands etc.) between each other over the network. No other hardware nor software 
components are necessary, the only condition is that the process stations must be 
“visible” for each other in the network. This includes data exchange between different 
sites over the Internet; however, necessary routing rules must be configured in the active 
network components. Please consult the IT administrator. 

The number of variables has no physical limitation, however, it is recommended not to 
use more than about 20 variables per process station to keep the software simple and 
easy to understand.  

It is not a good idea to configure communication between the process stations inside of 
the control loops, e.g. a sensor in one station and the controlled valve in another station. 
The problem is not the data transport delay, which is hundreds of milliseconds. It should 
be avoided to configure the control loops dependent on the functionality of the network.  
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1.6 Design step by step 

The control system is designed so as to make plant design and components specification 
as simple as possible. It is not necessary to use bus supply modules, external bus 
terminators, etc. – all functions are settable either by software, or by DIP switches. See 
data sheets for modules and process stations. 

The basic steps when designing are as follows: 

Specify the number and types of inputs and outputs (physical data points) in the 
panels. 

Specify which panels have to be autonomous (with their own process stations) and 
which only are remote I/O islands (with power part and I/O modules connected to a 
process station in another panel over the I/O bus). 

Remote I/O islands are used when: 

- the I/O amount is so small that a separate process station is not worth it  

- the panel is installed in a location where the control panel of the process station 
(touch screen or LCD display and buttons) would not be accessible. 

A certain disadvantage is that the I/O bus is outside of the panel and may be subject to 
damage or EMC interference.  

Based on the I/O amount and types in the panel, the I/O modules are selected and 
populated. 

Usually, analogue inputs and outputs are covered by compact modules MCIO2. Then, 
digital inputs and outputs are assigned, mostly using extra digital modules like M200, 
M210, M401 etc. If manual override option of digital outputs is required, M215 or M325 
shall be used. 

Digital inputs are mostly at 24 V AC, i.e. modules M401, M420. The 230 V AC input 
modules are used only if there are more 230 V AC signals in the panel, such as light 
groups monitoring. 

 

Example of connection of I/O modules to the bus incl. bus termination. 

 

To control thermic valves or modulated electrical heaters by a pulse width signal (PWM), 
triac outputs shall be used: M312 (8 triacs) or MMIO, which contains solid state relays 
which have unlimited number of switching cycles. The SoftPLC function blocks provide 
conversion function from 0...100 % signal to PWM.  

The modules may be placed on the bus with any combinations and any order. It is not 
necessary for the control loops to be within one module. However, this may make 
commissioning more comfortable and easy to overview. 
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The last module on the bus should be marked as “BUS END ON“. The other end of the 
bus is usually terminated at the MiniPLC or M011 converter. 

1.6.1 Analogue inputs and outputs 

At all Domat modules, analogue inputs are separated from all the other parts of the 
module. However, a set of basic rules should be kept:   

- resistance (passive) sensors should be connected directly to the module input 
terminals AIx, AIGND. Do not use common grounding terminals in the panel. In case 
of incorrect grounding, the voltage drop at the active input peripherials wiring may 
influence the passive temperature sensors. The sensors then show values up to 10 – 
20 K higher than the real temperature. 

- the same is for analogue output grounds (AOGND). A typical effect of this problem is 
that if a valve is opened, the measured temperature seems to be rising. At the 
commissioning phase, when the sensors are connected as the last part of the 
system, and valves are closed at the same time, this problem may not be identified.  

Analogue grounds connection: left: correct, right: incorrect – the bold part of the 
conductor carries a voltage caused by the powering current of the active pressure 
sensor. The voltage brings a measuring error to the passive temperature sensor input.  

The analogue inputs are resistant to voltage up to 24 V AC even if set as passive sensor 
inputs. This does not apply if they are switched or jumpered as 4..20 mA (the internal 125 
Ohm resistor may be damaged by the excessive heat caused by the flowing current). 

1.6.2 Digital inputs and outputs 

Digital, or binary, inputs and outputs are connected in groups with a common terminal. 
The M400 and M410 have common terminal in pairs, the ground terminal at other 
modules is common for all 8 inputs. The inputs must be powered by 24 V AC, potential-
free inputs for dry contacts are only at room units and controllers UI... / UC... / FC..., see 
the data sheets. 

All inputs are separated by optotransistors. It is possible to power them from the same 
source which is used as power supply for the modules. The maximum admissible voltage 
at the input is 50 V. 

Beware the correct polarity when using DC voltage at the inputs: the input must be 
positive, COM or DGND must be negative. 

Digital output modules are equipped with following components: 

M200, M210, M215, MCIO2, MXIO, MMIO (3x): mechanical relays 230V / 5A, NO or 
changeover contacts – see data sheets of the modules. 
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MMIO (4x), UI..., : solid state relays (SSR), zero-switching, for DC or AC load. Maximum 
admissible current is 0.4 A, which is OK for a contactor or up to 2 thermic valves for 
radiators or fan-coil units. 

The main advantage of a SSR is that it is noiseless and has no limitation regarding 
switching cycles. These outputs are thus suitable for pulse-width modulated signals 
(PWM), also known as quasi-analogue control. This is how the thermic valves or power 
semiconductor relays are controlled.  

M300, M320: transistor with open collector. A semiconductor element is used to switch 
an external relay or contactor, or an indication element such as a LED or small bulb. 
Recommended circuitry must be used: 

 

Digital output with an open-collector transistor 

The diode, which is on the PCB of the output module, protects the transistor from voltge 
peaks which originate at the contactor relay at the moment of disconnection. The power 
voltage is  24 V DC, this voltage must be available in the panel, preferably from an 
industry switched power supply. 

Digital inputs and outputs states are indicated by LEDs at the front panels of the 
modules.  

1.6.3 Outputs with manual override 

The M215 and M325 modules feature manual override buttons at the front panel. Every 
output may be overriden to ON or OFF separately. A long push (> 1.5 s) of the button 
switches from automatic (controlled over the bus) mode to manual mode, which is 
indocated by the yellow LED (symbol of a hand). Short pushes (< 1 s) in the manual 
mode toggle between ON and OFF. The state is indicated by a green LED (digital output 
symbol). Another long push switches back to automatic mode, the yellog LED goes off 
and the output is controlled by the commands over the bus (from the process station)  

Manual mode and manual output state are saved in EEPROM and are kept even after 
power outage. 

 

M325 module with buttons and LEDs for manual override 

The output states (auto/man, off/on) are available as Modbus registers and can be read 
by the process station to be e.g. displayed in the SCADA or indicated as an alarm. It is 
not possible to switch the outputs to manual or auto over the bus (which would not make 
sense for the manual functionality). To control the outputs directly from SCADA (and to 
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override the process logic in the PLC) there are other SoftPLC functions, however, the 
manual override directly at the I/O module is that of the highest priority. 

1.6.4 Counting inputs 

The M700 (older version, not supplied anymore – 2 counting inputs) and M710 (four 
counting inputs) modules have fast pulse counting inputs for potential-free contacts with 
maximum input frequency 50 Hz. Minimum ON time is 10 ms. The module provides 12 V 
DC at the CNTx terminals, which should be brought back through the counting contact to 
the COM terminal.   

The module has an  internal battery which backups the counter, so that the counted 
values are retained even when the power is off.  

Some of the meters (pulse modules of gas meters, electrical meters etc.) do not have 
reed relays, and use open collector transistors together with protecting resistors. For 
correct functionality they need slightly higher operating voltage, typically 24 V DC. The  
M710 may be supplied with a 24 V DC/DC converter. Please note it in the project and 
when ordering, e.g. „M710 (24V contact)“. 

 

 Connection of a counting input  

M700 and M710 contain auxiliary variables for peak shaving function (E-Max). It is 
possible to read cumulated value for the last 15 minutes, cumulated value for the current 
15 minutes, and running time of the measuring interval (typically 0...900 s). These 
variables are used in the SoftPLC E-Max function block. CNT1 must be connected to the 
energy meter pulse output, CNT2 to the 15 min. synchronisation output. 

If there are M-Bus communicative emters in the system, it is advisable to use pulse to M-
Bus converters (Relay PadPuls, Siemens AEW...) rather than M710. The converters are 
then integrated together with the regular M-Bus meters over a M-Bus converter M095 or 
M096. For the E-Max functionality, M710 is necessary because of its short response time 
and internal variables. 

If the I/O modules have been assigned to the buses, the next step is to specify the 
system topology.  

1.7 System topology 

The main point is to know how the system should be operated: 

- a) occassionally, over buttons and LCD display in a closed panel 

- b) on a regular basis, over buttons and LCD display in the panel door 

- c) comfortably, using touch screen process station in the panel door  

- d) over a touch screen process station located where the operator is (apart from the 
panel with I/O modules) 

- e) using a process station or PC with touch screen with no control functions, but a 
user interface (HMI) only  

- f) over a web interface of the process station 
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- g) using touch screen process station for local control, and web interface for remote 
control  

- h) using a management station on a separate PC (visualisation, SCADA) 

- i) same as above, with a web access to SCADA over the local network  

- j) same as above, but the web access should be available over the Internet 

- k) using a management (SCADA) station on a separate PC to which parallel 
management stations will be attached  

- l) using a central management (SCADA) station which covers more local 
management stations for individual buildings 

- etc. ... 

We can see that there is a lot of possible topologies. 

All specifications listed below do NOT contain peripherials (sensors, valves etc.) 

1.7.1 Autonomous system (without networking), MiniPLC (a, b) 

There is only a process station connected to the I/O bus at the most simple topologies, 
be it a MiniPLC or touchscreen-based IPCT.1. 

 
I/O modules and MiniPLC 

The bus is connected directly at the RS485 COM3 interface (terminals K+, K-) of the 
MiniPLC process station. There is nothing else connected to the PLC apart from 24 V 
power supply. The IPLC is operated using buttons and LCD display. 

1.7.2 Autonomous system, process station with a touch screen (c, d) 

I/O modules and IPCT.1 

For IPCT.1, a RS485/RS232 converter must be added, e.g. M012.  

At some applications, more serial ports are used, such as  
COM1 for I/O modules to control the primary plant (boiler room, AHUs) 
COM2  for integration of individual room controllers, e.g. UC100 

Each port must be connected over a separate M012 converter. 

Specification: 

IPLC201 
MiniPLC process station 

M... 
according to the I/O mix 

Specification: 

IPCT.1 
process station 

M011 
RS232/485 converter 
incl. zero modem cable 

M... 
according to the I/O mix 
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The process station may not be placed close to the controlled technology, it may be (incl. 
the converter) located at the operator’s place and the converter is connected to the I/O 
modules in the panel over a RS485 bus. 

1.7.3 Autonomous system, touch screen control (e) 

Note that the IPCT.1 has no serial ports connected – there are no IO modules at the 
touch screen controller, there is no SoftPLC runtime running in the process station. It is 
used only as a HMI (over a free Touchscreen application).  

The IPCT with touch screen (local HMI) is located at the operator’s place, e.g. at the 
security, while the process controllers are at the machinery room, close to the 
technologies controlled. Data is transferred over the Ethernet, that is why a switch must 
be used, e.g. DC-NHU8. There may be more IPCTs with touch screens if it is required to 
operate the plant from several locations.  

The MiniPLC on the right has a “3rd party system” connected – e.g. a communicative 
network analyser or a HVAC unit with a Modbus/RS232 interface. This kind of data is 
integrated into the process station and processed there – see below. 

1.7.4 Access over a web interface (f) 

All previously listed topologies possess this functionality, it is only necessary to 
configure the process station so as to fit into the local network, and design the graphic 
web pages in the same way as the touch screen panels in the HMI Editor (the web 
interface is available in MiniPLCs, too). 

Specification: 

IPCT.1 
podstanice  

DC-NHU8 
(or another switch – 
active network 
component) 

IPLC201 / IPLC301  
MiniPLC process station 

M... 
according to the I/O mix 
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Example of web browser integration 

The web pages may be saved at the process station with touch screen, or in the MiniPLC 
controllers, or at both locations. The MiniPLC should host the web pages if the web 
access should be possible even if the touch screen is offline, the touch screen web may 
combine data from multiple PLCs in one web page. 

The specification remains unchanged, there are no licences nor hardware modules 
required for web access to the process stations. 

 

1.7.5 Remote web access (g) 

There is a router between the technological network and the web browser. The router 
connects the process station(s) to the network where the web browser resides. This 
configuration requires close cooperation with the network administrator or connection 
provider. The specification will be enhanced by a router or other network components. 
Contact the network administrator for details. 

The control system specification remains unchanged, there are no licences nor 
hardware modules required for web access to the process stations. 
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1.7.6 SCADA on a dedicated workstation (h) 

Management station for local SCADA  

There is a SCADA (RcWare Vision) with a RC-Vision licence (for Domat process 
stations, no 3rd party integration, maximum 4500 data points). A 3rd party system 
integrated in a process station is considered as Domat datapoints. 

This configuration is suitable for middle-sized and large sites and for sites where the trend 
and log data should be saved permanently. Detailed description of the SCADA 
functionality see RcWare Vision – Function overview.  

The SCADA may also contain drivers for direct integration of 3rd party systems, in that 
case the RC-Vision-x licence for unlimited datapoints and 3rd party system integration 
should be ordered. However, a large choice of drivers there is in the SoftPLC Runtime. 
The preferred topology is then  

RC-SoftPLC runtime which runs as a service on the same PC as the SCADA 
RC-Vision SCADA visualising the data from the runtime. 

The program operated under Windows 2000 / XP / 7 / 8  and requires Microsoft.NET 1.0 
or 4.5 (the Microsoft.NET installers are free of charge). 

1.7.7 SCADA with a web access (i, j) 

The topology is basically the same as above, the only difference is that there is an extra 
workstation with a web client connected either directly in the network, or behind a router. 

The web access for RcWare Vision is included both in the RC-Vision and RC-Vision-x 
licences. 

To access the site over the Internet, consult the IT manager or network administrator. 
There will be an extra router or other network components to be added. 

 

Specification: 

PCD1 
(or another personal 
computer, OS Windows 7 
or higher) 

RC-Vision 
SCADA 

DC-NHU8 
(or any other switch – 
active network element) 

IPLC... / IPCT.1  
process stations  

M012 
if IPCT.1 installed 

M... 
according to the I/O mix 
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1.7.8 SCADA with several workplaces (k) 

Two workplaces over a technology 

This is the situation where there are two workstations in the system, a main PC with 
SCADA, and a secondary PC with the same or different functionality and access rights. 
The licence for the secondary workstation (which shares the database with the main 
workstation so that both workstations have access to the same technology) is cheaper 
than the main licence – see the pricelist. There are two main topologies: 

- the secondary workstation connects to the process stations directly (the 
process stations accept connections from both the main and the secondary 
workstations at the same time). The secondary workstation is operating even if the 
main workstation is down. The disadvantage may be that the 3rd party systems 
directly integrated into the main management station, such as M-Bus meters over 
RS232, are not available at both stations. This may be fixed by using SoftPLC 
Runtime as in Configuration h above.  

- the secondary workstation connects to the database of online values   - here, 
all 3rd party systems are integrated into the main workstation, which has to operate 
24/7, and which acts as a communication server for the secondary workstation(s). All 
systems integrated into the main workstation are available at the secondary 
workstations. This topology is getting obsolete with the increasing number of 
SoftPLC Runtime 3rd party drivers, and the above mentioned configuration (h with 
SoftPLC Runtime) is the preferrable one.  

The secondary workstation may be also connected over the Internet. A single TCP port 
has to be opened only. The connection is protected by username and password, 
however, stronger measures may be taken, as VPN for example. 

1.7.9 Management system for more local management stations (l) 

This topology is useful for supermarket and store chains, and facility management 
providers who use the main management station (often operated 24/7) for data 
acquisition and communication with local management stations where operators may not 
always be present.  

The local management station is monitoring either a Domat site, or a 3rd party system. It 
is then possible to integrate commercial cooling systems, production lines etc. with 
communication to the central management station(s).  
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From the central management station, SMS with alarms from all the local systems can 
be sent from a single spot, trend data can be saved in a central database, or 
technologies can be monitored using one web server.  

The central management station may host up to several hundreds of subsystems. The 
final configuration depends on the communication infrastructure as well.  

For more complex topologies, system limits, licensing etc. please contact Domat Control 
System technical support. 

 

1.8 Management station 

1.8.1 Main features 

A management station is a desktop computer with a SCADA program which connects  to 
the process stations and processes the historical and alarm data. The management 
station thus does not execute any control or regulation processes; if it goes to standby, it 
does not influence the controlled technology immediately. (This does not apply if the 
management station is used as a time scheduler source or control script machine for 3rd 
party systems, which may not have their own time schedulers, etc.). 

The management station is a personal computer with minimum requirements as follows: 

processor min. 800 MHz 
512 MB RAM 
40 GB HDD 
Ethernet to connect to the process stations and other interfaces 
OS Windows 2000 / XP / Vista / 7 / 8. 

The standardized hardware for management station may be ordered as Domat item  
PCD1, however, any PC which complies with the specifications above would do. When 
the management station is part of the local IT infrastructure, it may be required that the 
local IT department is supplying the PC. Remember to specify all necessary I/O ports 
when configuring the PC, e.g. serial ports for 3rd party integration. 

1.9 Other network and communication components 

This hardware connects the process stations between each other, to the management 
station, and to the communication interfaces (routers) to the Internet over their network 
interfaces. 

1.9.1 Switch / router 

The main element for interconnectiong of the process stations and connecting them to 
the management station. Any commercially available 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet switch is 
OK, in a more demanding environment it is recommended to use a industry-grade switch, 
such as MOXA, EDS range. 

Standard Domat specification where always the latest proven solution of a well-known 
producer is supplied, is DC-NHUB. 

Remember to install a 230 V network socket to power the switch in the panel where the 
switch shall be located. 

1.9.2 Wireless access point 

When planning a wireless access, two main aspects must be considered:   

- signal range 
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- network security. 

WiFi (802.11b/g) network elements communicate over 2.4 or 5 GHz and for a robust link, 
direct visibility between the receiver and the transmitter is required. It is very difficult to 
plan the signal propagation in buildings, expensive measurements are necessary at most 
of the sites. The signal is attenuated by concrete constructions with steel reinforcing, it 
propagates better through plaster boards. 

The main security rule is to limit the signal availability to controllable places only. Use 
MAC filtration, WEP security encryption, WPA if possible, or another technology (e.g. 
Radius), where available. Standard Domat specification where always the latest proven 
solution of a well-known producer is supplied, is DC-NAP. 

1.9.3 Router 

A router links the technological network to the customer network or the Internet, if such a 
link is required. The router is configured by a network administrator or according to the 
specification of the Internet provider. 

We recommend to use any available type which meets all technical and security 
requirements. Contact your network administrator or Domat Control System technical 
support for details.  

1.9.4 Modem and GSM modem 

A modem connects to the RS232 port of a process station or management station, 
according to the topology and uptime requirements.  It is used for 

 alarm and event messaging to mobile phones 

 diaal-in service (RAS) at older sites. 

We recommend using e.g TC35i or newer types by Siemens, other modems will be 
tested on demand. Standard Domat specification where always the latest proven solution 
of a well-known producer is supplied, is GSM. 

1.10 Third party system integration 

In building technologies, integration of 3rd party systems, such as chillers, lighting, lifts 
etc. into the building controlsystem is considered as standard.  

Domat provides a broad range of software drivers which help to complete this task.   

When specifying and designing integrated systems, it is necessary to get in touch with the 
3rd party supplier so that it is possible to specify which functions are available and at what 
costs.  

The first thing is: Will the 3rd party system be integrated into a process station, or 
into a management station? 

1.10.1 Integration into process stations 

There must be a communication interface free in the process station. Typically, it is a 
serial port. In some cases, a RS232/RS485 converter (e.g. M012) must be used. If a PC-
based process station (e.g. IPCT.1) has no free serial port available, it may be created 
using a terminal server (M020, M031), which creates a virtual serial port available over 
the Ethernet network. If there are standard protocols used, a Modbus RTU/TCP router, 
or M025 (RS232), M035 (RS485), M036 (RS485, at a lower price, as it does not work as 
a terminal server - Modbus RTU/TCP router only) is a good solution. 
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1.10.2 Integration into SCADA 

For the physical interface, the same rules apply as above. It must be noted that this 
integration only means bringing the signals into the SCADA PC, and eventual functional 
bindings between the process stations and the integrated system would have to be 
created using RcWare scripting. If the SCADA PC is down, the functionalities are not 
available.   

When functional bindings are required, it is recommended to integrate the 3rd party 
devices directly into the process stations. All 3rd party variables are then available in the 
SoftPLC enviroment and they may be included in the program structures. On the other 
hand, if only data acquisition and logging is required, a direct integration into SCADA may 
be easier, as the process station is not loaded by data flow between the 3rd party system 
and SCADA.  

1.10.3 Available protocols 

The list is not complete, as new drivers are being developed continually, and may be 
written on demand if the 3rd party protocol is available in detail. 

All drivers are contained in the corresponding license (SoftPLC or RcWare Vision). Some 
protocols may be available for SoftPLC runtime running on PC platform only, not for the 
MiniPLC IPLC201, 301 controllers. Please consult technical support. 

New drivers for 3rd party systems which have not been integrated so far are developed 
for the SoftPLC/MiniPLC platform only. When integrating these into RcWare Vision, 
please use SoftPLC Runtime which acts as a layer between the 3rd party protocol and 
the SoftPLC Link protocol, which connects RcWare Vision to the SoftPLC Runtime.   

1.10.4 Protocols in RcWare Vision 

Standard protocols 

OPC client and server 
Modbus TCP 
Modbus RTU, standard Modicon 
BACnet 
DDE Client 

Industry controls 
SAIA PCD – S-Bus 
SAIA PCD – (SCommXXX.dll) 
Simatic ASCII, 512RK, 3296RK, Siemens  
EH micro, Hitachi PLC 
ADAM4000, Advantech, Midam 
Sysmac, Omron  
A120, AEG 
 
HVAC control systems 
I/O bus, Domat  
Landis & Gyr RWP80, PRU1, PRU2, PRU10 
Landis & Gyr RVD235, RWP97 
Sauter EYZ2400, RSZ, RSE, RSK, ECOS 
C-Bus, Honeywell  
N2 Bus (9100), Johnson Controls 
Staefa Control System – NICO Trunk Bus protocol 
B&R – PViComm.dll 
GFR – PCD/NT 
AMiT, DB-Net, Atouch32.dll 
Tecomat, Teco Kolín 
Buderus – Ecoport 
Dekamatic, Dekatel – Viessmann (not available anymore, it was only in the old 
DOS Rcware) 
IWKA 921 series 
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iRSM Martia (Sauter) 
Micropel – PES (DDE server) 
Term4, ZPA 
Linde CAN/RS232, Z-modem 
Linde Marktrechner Modbus 
Hauser (Wurm C2C-EB-HRC-DOM) 
Costan 
Carel RS485 

Energy metering 
Inmat 
M-Bus: Pollustat 
 EESA-485 (MT200, MT500, MP400) 
 Multical 
 Elster 88, 86 
 Elcor 
 Vittera 
 CF50 
 Flex 
 EMU – ZPA (IEC 61107) 
 Supercal 
 PP02 
 PadPuls 
 Ultraheat 2WR5, Siemens 
 Ultraheat 2WR6, Siemens 
 Megatron2, Siemens 
 Sonogyr, Siemens 
 AEW21, AEW310.2 (2x pulse -> M-Bus, Siemens) 
 Buderus  
 Sensus 
 Schrack EIZ 
 Schrack DIZ 
 ABB Delta 
 Actaris Cyble 
 Actaris Echo II 
 Actaris +m 
freely configurable generic driver for any M-Bus device with a known protocol 

Fire / security 
Esser, fire dampers signalling 
Domiline 
Teco – EPSNET 
 
Others 
UPS, PowerValue 33 
Inels 

1.10.5 Protocols in RcWare SoftPLC 

Standard protocols 

OPC client and server 
Modbus TCP 
ModBus RTU, standard Modicon 
BACnet client 

HVAC control systems, security, lighting 

Advantech 4000 
Buderus Logamatic 
Dominus – Domiline 
EMU energy meters 
Hauser – commercial cooling 
Inmat 
Inels 
TECO - EPSNET 
Johnson Controls – N2 bus 
Landis & Gyr RWP80, PRU1, PRU2, PRU10 
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Photovoltaic inverters 

SMA 
Kaco 
Advanced Energy 
Power One 
Danfoss 
Delta 
Efacec 
Emerson 
Fronius 
Helios 
Ingeteam 
Omron 
Refusol 
Satcon 
Schneider-Xantrex 
Solarmax 
Vacon 

Energy metering 

M-Bus: ABB Delta 
ABB F2 
ABB DCM 13000 
AEW21, AEW310 
Actaris Maxx 
Actaris +m 
Actaris Cyble V1.4 
CF Echo II 
CF 50 
EESA MT500 
EMMOD 206 
EMU 32.5x 
Ista 
Inepro PRO 
Kamstrup Multical 401  
Kamstrup Multical 402 
Kamstrup Multical 601 
Multical 66 
Moeller KWZ 
Padpuls M1, M2, M4 
Pollucom E 
RESIDIA M 
Sensus Pollustat E 
Sensonic 
Sensonic 2 
Sensostar2 
Siemens WFH21 
Sitrans FUE950 
Sensus 
Schrack DIZ 
Schrack EIZ 
Schrack MIZ 
SONTEX 539 
Sonometer 1100 
Sharky 775 
SVM F4 
SVM F4 rev. 30 
Supercal 531 v3.x 
Supercal 539 
Ultraheat 2WR5, 2WR6 
Ultraheat 50 
VFN21 
Zenner S1 
Zenner Multipulse 
Zenner Multidata 
 

freely configurable generic driver for any M-Bus device with a known protocol. 
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Other buses, such as LON, EIB may be integrated using 3rd party devices only: Wago, 
Gesytec, Loytec etc. A detailed specification requires information about the system to be 
integrated, and functionality expected. Please consult Domat technical support. 

1.10.6 Rules for successfull integration 

When integrating a 3rd party device, the required data volume and character must be 
considered.  

For several analogue / binary data points it is mostly good enough to use hardware 
connection with I/O modules.  

Applications with dozens or hundreds datapoints and special signal types, such as 
discrete and cumulative values (error numbers, energy metering) it is better to use data 
integration. However, the 3rd party data protocol must be available, together with a list of 
values and their addresses and meaning. If planning to use already implemented drivers, 
check the version or variant of the protocol, such as Modbus ASCII / RTU, master / slave 
role, etc).  

Before final design, a consultation with a Domat Control System representative is 
advisable. A properly designed project and clear tasks for all parties prevent unwanted 
extra costs and time delays during commissioning. 

 


